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 Business

Work hard. 
Travel smart. 

 Business

A Passion For Travel.
If you‘re on-the-go, you need organisation. If you travel a lot, you need better 
organisation. We at TROIKA help people to be better organised when they‘re  
on-the-go. Organised in your thinking and everyday life, when you‘re travelling 
for work or on holiday. Especially in business where smart organisation leads the 
way. We‘re always developing new, clever and imaginative products because  
our passion is to simplify being on-the-go. It helps us all and inspires us, because  
it‘s just more fun when the organisation is right.

Stay organised with #troika #organisedonthego
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Quality ♥ Sustainability.

Good design is not enough for us.

In the development and production

we focus on sustainability and take 

over responsibility for quality and  

the environment. More information 

about the brand TROIKA, our pro-

ducts, our work and our company

can be found at troika.de/info

Organised on-the-go.



Travel companions 
that pack a punch. 

NEW

BUSINESS WEEKENDER  
BBG53/GY
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Travel Bags.
Our new business bag series offers plenty of space. For 
a quick appointment with the customer or the multi-day 
conference with flight and hotel accommodation. 

Sophisticated compartments and clever locking soluti-
ons make it easy to achieve everything that matters most.  
Nothing can surprise you – even if it has to be quick.

Laundry bag 
included!

NEW

NEW

NEWBUSINESS WEEKENDER  
BBG53/GY 

BUSINESS SHOULDER BAG 
BBG52/GY

BUSINESS ROLL TOP  
BBG51/GY



 Business



Power for  
on-the-go.
Meeting in a café, phone call in the car and off to catch a  
flight. Those who do not want to go offline while on-the-go  
need space for adapters, cables and power banks.  
Our new cable bag shows how it works without cable clutter.  
Clever compartments, drawers and elastic bands create  
order and ensure quick access at all times.

Organised on-the-go.



 Business

Even small  
things want to be 
well organised.
Newly developed for you: small, well thought-out bags which organise 
your travel. The belt pouch for everything you need to have at hand qui-
ckly. The cable bag for smartphone accessories and the practical toiletry 
bag, which you can quickly and easily unfold and hang up.

NEW
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Small bags for  
every situation.

NEW

NEW

NEWBUSINESS BELT BAG  
BBG57/GY

BUSINESS WASHBAG 
BBG55/GY

BUSINESS TECH POUCH  
BBG54/GY



It fits like a glove. 
Wardrobe  
Compression.
Nothing creases, nothing slips, everything is firmly and  
securely in place. Our new compression bags save space  
and ensure order in the suitcase.

NEW
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Our compression bags are available in a set of 3 different sizes.
You can find more detailed information at business.troika.de/packingcubes

The perfect fit  
for your suitcase.

Small bag  
for t-shirts

Large bag for shirts

Small bags  
for socks

NEWBUSINESS PACKING CUBES  
BBG56/GY
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NEW

Organised on-the-go.

All product specifications are correct at 
the time of print. TROIKA reserves the 
right to make any changes neccessary. 
Our general terms and conditions apply.

The aim of the supported project is to avoid the 
deforestation of 86,269 hectares in Ecomapuá 
Conservação Ltda./Brasil.


